Antibody Services

Peptide Tools for Antibody Generation

- Peptide immunogens
- Titer determination
- Hybridoma screening
- Epitope mapping
- Antibody characterization
- Blocking peptides

Contact us for further information: peptide@jpt.com
Peptide Tools for Antibody Generation …

… from One Source

Choose JPT for all your peptide needs!
We are the peptide experts.
We are the specialists for immunology.

Immunogen Design
- Design and production of immunogenic peptides (e.g., KLH, BSA, OVA conjugates or MAP – multiple antigenic peptides)
- Production of specialty peptides carrying modifications such as phosphorylation, citrullination, acetylation and more
- Design supported by data mining, modeling and bioinformatics

Assay Development
- Screening tools such as pre-coated peptide ELISA plates for fast and easy titer determination without the need of carrier conjugation
- B-Cell ELISPOT (total IgG and peptide-specific)
- Identification of soluble biomarkers as target for antibody development

Antibody Characterization
- Sophisticated peptide microarrays improve and accelerate your hybridoma screening
- Antibody epitope mapping by proprietary peptide array technologies (PepStar™)
- Specificity testing of antibodies (including PTMs)
- SAR for antibody/peptide interactions
- Design and production of mimotopes and biosimilars

Process Optimization
- Peptides as assay control
- Affinity Purification

Why Use Peptides as Antigens?
- Peptide epitopes represent antigen proteins
- Chemical synthesis yields defined epitopes
- Lower probability of cross-reactivity
- More flexibility in antigen selection
- Easy to synthesize, cost-effective and stable

Applications
- Antibody production
- Epitope mapping
- Antibody characterization
- Modeling and data mining

Why Work with JPT?
- We are your one-stop peptide source for antibody generation
- Our proprietary technologies facilitate projects world-wide
- Over 1000 peer-reviewed papers with our products
- Comprehensive know-how and dedicated staff make us the peptide experts
- More than 20 years' experience on peptides in immunology
- ISO 9001:2015 regulated quality management system
- We provide strong bioinformatics support
- Sound knowledge about storage and stability
Antibody Services
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“The RV 144 HIV trial is considered as one of first successful HIV vaccine trials. It has become clear that the V2 loop of gp120 is an important site for immunogenicity and protection from HIV infection. The use of JPT’s PepStar™ microarray technology has been very useful for the correlation of the clinical outcome with humoral immune responses. As have the cyclic peptides been from JPT to validate these findings!”

J. Currier, PhD (Walter Reed Army Institute, Rockville, Maryland, USA)